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The story so far: A giant advertisement hoarding in Mumbai’s Ghatkopar area collapsed in

a dust storm in Mumbai on May 13, killing at least 16 people. The brunt of the monstrous

250-tonne structure’s fall was borne by a petrol pump below, where many of the victims

The takeaway from Mumbai
hoarding tragedy
Did the massive structure at Ghatkopar meet size and safety norms? Who is
responsible for the construction and maintenance of advertisement hoardings
and ensuring rules are being followed? With extreme weather, what do
infrastructure projects need to look out for?
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Wreckage of the vehicles that were damaged after a 100-foot tall illegal billboard fell on a petrol pump due to

rains and dust storm in the Ghatkopar area of Mumbai. | Photo Credit: PTI
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were either fuelling up or going about their duties. The owner of the hoarding erected on

massive metal frames in April, 2023 on Government Railway Police (GRP) land, Bhavesh

Bhinde, absconded after the crash, but was later arrested in Rajasthan.

Who is responsible?

Pressure has built up on the Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai (BMC) to inspect

and take action on illegal or unstable hoardings in the city, and to ask Railways and

Mumbai Port Trust to provide stability certificates for others. Other cities too responded to

 Officials in Chennai, where a ban on hoardings is being lifted, removed overthe incident.

460 structures. Several hundred applications to install hoardings are pending in the city.

In Pune, a large hoarding fell on a parked truck soon after the Ghatkopar incident, but

caused no injuries.

What safety norms apply to hoardings?

Local bodies issue licences for advertisement hoardings, particularly in bigger cities,

stipulating that these structures should be approved by an executive authority. In

Mumbai’s case, the Mumbai Municipal Corporation Act (MMC) dating back to 1888 and

amended over time stipulates that written permission of the Municipal Commissioner is

needed to put up such structures under Section 328A.

Advertisement hoardings must meet norms, and these were apparently liberalised for

Greater Mumbai through the Policy Guidelines for Display of Advertisements 2018 to tap

the city’s full financial potential. It is this document that makes structural stability

certification from a registered structural engineer a condition for putting up hoardings,

including sky signs that are larger than 100 sq. ft. For an on-ground hoarding on a site

other than the business premises, the size limit is 40 feet by 40 feet as per this document.

By all accounts, the massive hoarding in Ghatkopar did not meet size norms but was not

brought down by official agencies in spite of being a highly visible hazardous structure.

The Government Railway Police, on whose land the collapsed hoarding and others

elsewhere have been put up, cited an ongoing dispute with the Corporation for not

enforcing the law on hoardings, and took action only after the disaster. It is notable that

the policy guidelines say hoardings existing as of May 1, 2014 should be reinstalled

incorporating structural stability requirements, on a single pole or bipole, indicating that

the Ghatkopar display would have had to meet safety norms.
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From a technical perspective, the Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) lays out specifications

for wind loads on hoardings under IS875, Part 3, giving formulae on how to calculate the

force coefficients applicable to these wind-facing structures. If such standards are indeed

applied by municipal bodies around the country, the data is not made public. No database

of permits could be located on the BMC website in the hoardings section.

Why are technical standards important?

State governments keen to raise revenues through outdoor advertisement hoardings have

been adopting a more liberal attitude to big displays in public places, as urbanisation and

consumption drive the economy. The advent of digital boards has brought with it the

possibility of moving displays, opening up avenues for different advertisers to use the same

screens to show messages, raising rents for hoardings companies greatly.

Several legacy-style hoardings built on heavy metal frames but lacking an adequately solid

foundation coexist with the new displays, particularly along highways and wide urban

roads. The MMC Act of 1888 provides some regulatory exemptions to hoardings on railway

land. The Ghatkopar disaster demonstrates that extreme weather, such as high winds or a

cyclone sweeping a city, quickly exposes the weakest infrastructure links, with deadly

consequences. The focus now is also on how prepared municipal and disaster

management authorities are to deal with the fallout in crowded cities. In the Mumbai

incident, the presence of a petrol pump prevented personnel from using gas cutters to

remove the twisted metal frame for fear of triggering a fire. Allowing hazardous structures

to come up thus reduces the efficiency of disaster management expertise. Several local

bodies lack the capability or administrative machinery to ensure structural stability of

hoardings. Implicit in such incidents is the role of corruption.

How is climate change a challenge?

The biggest threat to cities, especially along India’s peninsular coastline, is extreme

weather such as cyclones intensified by climate change. The northern Indian Ocean, which

contributes extreme weather systems to the region, hosts 6% of global cyclones but has

disproportionately high impacts each year. Scientist Roxy Mathew Koll of the Centre for

Climate Change Research, Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Pune, says the

intensity of cyclones in the Arabian Sea has increased 20% to 40% over the past four

decades. The Indian Ocean, which has a big impact on peninsular weather events, is
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projected to warm continuously and rapidly in coming years, intensifying cyclones in a

matter of days. The sea surface temperature of the Arabian Sea responsible for cyclone

formation is 1.2-1.4 degrees C higher than four decades ago, while the Bay of Bengal is

comparatively less warm with a 0.8 degrees C rise.

Data shows that summer monsoon rainfall over the sub-continent may be decreasing

overall, but the number of extreme weather events involving heavy rain in a short period is

rising. Along with cyclonic winds, torrential rainfall and heavy winds threaten coastal

cities. This is a clear call to city governments to review conventional ideas on giant outdoor

open-sky hoardings put up close to human activity.

Don’t governments have legal liability?

Yes, the government and the owners of the private structures do have liability. Most

recently, in 2022, the Delhi High Court dismissed an appeal filed by the Bank of Baroda,

against a single judge’s order in BoB versus Mahesh Gupta, granting compensation in a

case where a man was struck by a sign board and the head injury led to his death.

The bank contended that heavy wind struck Delhi on the day of the incident and it was

thus an act of god. This was rejected by the court, which observed that since Delhi

witnesses such winds in May each year, it was a foreseeable risk. Moreover, the bank had

control of the signboard and had not proved that it had periodically inspected it to ensure

its stability and integrity. Extreme rainfall and winds are foreseeable events now across

the country, with clear warnings available from weather agencies. Governments have to

show due diligence to avert harm to citizens from official actions. Much like the Ghatkopar

case, where many people were trapped in a hoarding collapse, the court held in the Delhi

case thus: the deceased writ petitioner was a passer-by who met with the accident while

exercising his right of passage on a public pathway which abutted the building in which

the bank was housed.

Applying such a principle clearly makes several connected individuals liable for negligence

in the Ghatkopar case, beginning with the owners of the land, the agency that put up the

structure and the line officials responsible for enforcement, extending to the civic officials

and police who witnessed flagrant violation of rules but took no action.

The writer is a Chennai-based journalist.
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